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An Oasis in your own backyard

Say hello to relaxation
Say hello to hydrotherapy
Say hello to each other
Say hello to Oasis Spas









The best spa baths, swim spas & plunge pools
Oasis Spas have plunge pools and hot tubs for sale across Australia and internationally via our various global spa retailers, so there’s always one of our affiliated spa shops to be found near you. Browse our range of backyard plunge pools, large and small, and indoor and outdoor spas for sale which can be installed above-ground and in-ground.
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The ultimate Australian plunge pool and spa bath experience
Oasis Spas is a premium quality, international spa brand that is sold in over 35 countries around the world.
Choose from a wide range of Australian made, small and large plunge pools for sale, and budget through to luxury spas for sale, all suited to the different needs of individuals.
We have hydrotherapy spa baths for muscle relaxation and recuperation, swim spas for swimming endurance exercises, and plunge pools which allow for various types of water exercises, plus offer splashing good fun for the whole family.
No matter what type you’re after, you are sure to find the best spa bath or plunge pool for your needs when you buy from our Australian hot tub company.
Plus, we can also provide and install a wide range of add-ons (such as bluetooth stereo, wi-fi, heat pumps and more) for even more luxury, if you really want to go all out.

Find your local spa & plunge pool store
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The Oasis Spas Difference
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Built to last
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Energy efficient
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Easy to Maintain
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Cheap to run




Find a Spa Retailer
Get in Touch
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Lifetime support for peace of mind


The products available from our affiliated plunge pool and spa retailers are all built with high-quality components and have the thickest shells on the market. All products meet our rigorous manufacturing standards.




As a leading global spa manufacturer, our Australian hot tub company has developed our own Australian Power Saver Technology to make our plunge pools, swim spas and hydrotherapy spa baths better for the environment and cheaper to run, saving you thousands over the life of your product when you buy from one of our retailers.




Our Easy Care Technology makes regular spa bath maintenance easier and cheaper. We’ve designed each component with easy maintenance in mind, so you can make the most of your new spa.


About Oasis Spas
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The Service of this Company is outstanding, with our Spa held up on a slow boat from China, the Regional Manager provided a loan spa for a few weeks until ours arrived. Great Customer Service and the Spa is awesome.
Sharon Freeman
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I can’t believe the difference my Oasis spa has made to my life! I have less pain, better sleep and I just don’t know how we ever did without it!
Melaine, Melbourne
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From the first time I entered their store to the wet handover with staff, they were fantastic. Knew what they were talking about and worked hard to find a suitable spa for my budget. Delivery went like clockwork, and I cannot recommend this firm enough. 
David Radcliffe
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FIND A RETAILER
View all the available hot tubs for sale and plunge pools for sale, or get in contact with your local Oasis Spas retailer to get expert advice and narrow down the best options for your needs before you start browsing.
Find a Retailer
Get in Touch
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